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Junior Politicians Toss Hats Into Ring 
JUNIORS ELECT NEW 
OFFICERS FOR YEAR 
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Clemson And Carolina Tie In Annual Palmetto Track Meet 
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CORPS TO HOLD MILITARY DAY MAY 13 
Local Track 
Stars Split 
With Birds 
Hutt,   of  South   Carolina,   De- 
feats Gordon Lynn in Cen- 
tury, Furlong 
RECORDS  BROKEN 
The annual South Carolina in- 
tercollegiate track and. field meet 
was converted into a fast cinder- 
path carnival at P. C. last Saturday 
when eight old marks were wiped 
from the record 'books as the Caro- 
lina Gamecocks tied Clemeon's Tig- 
er aggregation for first place with 
48.5 points. P. C., Newberry and 
Furman finished in that order. 
HUTT  LICKS  LYNN 
The spectacle of the day occur- 
red when Bryan Hutt, wearing the 
Garnet and Black of U. S. C, de- 
feated Tigertown's 'big dash man, 
Gordon Lynn, in both the 100 and 
220 yard dashes. Hutt breezed 
down the cinders for a 9.7 clock- 
(Continued    on    page    10) 
BENGAL NINE SOCKS 
PILL; LICKS GEORGIA 
Neelymen  Clout  Horsehide  in 
Eighth Frame to Win 
5 to 2 
SWAILS ON HILL 
An eighth inning comeback on 
the part of Neely's Tiger baseball- 
ers resulted in five runs and a 5 
to 2 victory over the University or 
Georgia  at   Gainesville   Monday. 
Swails, on the mound for Clem- 
Son, held the Athenians to a quar- 
tet of hits while his cohorts col- 
lected ten off of Gerr, Bulldog 
twirl ace; Gerr was retired after 
(Continued on page two) 
BOARD OF VISITORS 
SPEND TWO DAYS IN 
ANNUAL JSPECTION 
T. W.    Thornhill,    of Charles- 
ton, Is Elected Hold-Over 
Member    for    '35 
THORNHILL    SPEAKS 
The Board of Visitors, composed 
entirely of Clemson men, last 
Thursday and Friday made a thor- 
ough inspection of  the college. 
The program of these visitors in- 
cluded a trip through barracks, din- 
ner in the messhall, and an illus- 
trated talk on Clemson and its work 
by   Dr.   B.   W.   Sikes. 
HOLD  ANNUAL   INSPECTION 
This Board's annual inspection is 
provided for in the college by-laws. 
Its duty is to observe in detail 
every feature of the college and 
report its observations to the trus- 
tees of the institution. 
(Continued on page two) 
Junior-Senior 
Scheduled For 
Tomorrow Nite 
Jungaleers   to    Offer    Rhythm 
For Revelers in Old Egyp- 
tian Temple 
LARGE    DANCE    LIST 
The splendor and symbolism of 
the ancient pharohs will be revived 
tomorrow night, as the Junior class 
entertains the Seniors with the 
annual JuniornSenior Ball in the 
college field, house beginning at 10 
o'clock. 
Clemson's own Jungaleers will 
render the rhythm to accompany 
the   sway  of   the   dancers. 
(Continued   on    page   two) 
Clemson Annuals 
Are Distributed 
Blue TAPS  are Given Out  to 
Cadets;   Is  Excellent 
Edition 
Blue bound copies of the 1934 
Textile Issue of TAPS were first 
issued early Monday morning and 
by afternoon practically all had 
been given out. The majority of 
the clubs owing dues quickly paid 
up and the members soon had in 
their possession the coveted an- 
nual. 
This year's publication was the 
realization of the hopes of many 
members of the student body, and 
editor and. his cohorts deserve full 
credit for the excellent volume 
gotten  out. 
(Continued on page two) 
Tiger Trackster 
TIGER BROTHERHOOD 
ELECTS A, G. MUSTARD 
AS NEXTPRESIDENT 
Julian   Meiz,   Charlie   Farmer, 
To Also Hold Office 
During 1935 
BUSINESS DISCUSSED 
Allan Mustard of Charleston, was 
elected president of the Tiger 
Brotherhood, local honorary organ- 
ization, at a meeting held in the 
Brotherhood clubroom last Wednes- 
day night. 
Julian Metz, of Fayetteville, N. 
C, and Charles Farmer, Warrenton, 
Florida were elected to the positions 
of vice-president and secretary- 
treasurer,   respectively. 
HONOR FROSH DISCUSSED 
Following    the    election    of next 
year's  officers the subject of choos- 
ing the five honor freshmen was dis- 
cussed;    it   was   decided   to   follow 
(Continued on page nine) 
Lopez Plays at 
Alumni Dinner 
Jimmy Lipscomb, above, led 
Tiger track stars at the an- 
nual Palmetto tilt at P. C. 
last Saturday, although he fail- 
ed to take a single first place. 
Lipscomb placed in three 
events, the high jump, pole 
vault,   and  broad jump. 
He is a member of the Jun- 
ior  class 
FIVE  JUNIORS  HONORED 
Five outstanding members ot 
the Junior class have been 
pledged to the local company ot 
Scabbard and Blade, national 
honorary    military    organization. 
These men are: Louis Cocn- 
ran, 1st sergeant A company> 
Duke Richardson, 1st sergeant 
D company; Bobby Spann, bat- 
talion sergeant major, 1st bat- 
talion; Dave Ellerbe, regimental 
sergeant major; and George 
Chaplin, regimental supply ser- 
geant. 
The "fish" will wear the huge 
sabres and "pie-plates" of the 
organization for several weeks; 
the date of the informal ini- 
tiation  will  be announced  later. 
Clemson Graduate Responsible 
For WLW's 500,000 Watt Station 
By J. D. KINARD 
With the announcement of 
the opening of WLW's 500,000 
watt broadcasting station, the 
most powerful in the world, 
ten times as strong as any 
other station of this country, 
comes the information that 
this great engineering feat was 
planned and supervised by a 
local boy and Clemson alum- 
nus, Joseph A. Chambers, class 
of 1024, and son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Joseph B. Chambers of 
North  Clemson. 
CHAMBERS  IN   CHARGE 
Mr. Chambers, technical sup* 
ervisor of WLW  in Cincinnati, 
was in direct charge of the de- 
sign and construction of the 
transmitter, which is consid- 
ered one of the greatest ac- 
complishments in modern radio 
engineering. 
This transmitter was built at 
a cost of approximately ?500, 
000 and was opened Wednes- 
day, May 2, with a six-hour 
dedicatory program when Pres- 
ident Roosevelt, promptly at 
0:03 o'clock in the evening, 
pressed a small gold button, 
the same button used by Pres- 
ident Wilson in the opening 
of the Panama Canal. 
WLWs peak capacity Is 3,- 
000,000 watts and is using the 
(Continued on page nine) 
Metropolitan    Chapter    Holds 
Annual Dinner at St. Regis 
in New York 
The annual dinner of the New 
York Chapter, Clemson Alumni As- 
sociation, was held last Friday ev- 
ening at the St. Regis Hotel, Fifth 
Avenue and 55th Street, New York 
City. One hundred Clemson alum- 
ni and their guests attended. 
LOPEZ   PLAYS 
Dinner was served in the Salon 
of the Seaglade Restaurant, and 
after dinner, dancing was indulged 
in until a late hour. The music 
of Vincent Lopez and his nationally 
known orchestra has for years made 
the St. Regis one of the smartest 
(Continued on page nine) 
"By Their  Words" 
If you rob a man with a pistol 
it's pretty bad, but if you use a pen 
it's considered all right. 
—Brearley. 
Mass Parade 
And Platoon 
Drill Sunday 
Military Schedule of Year Will 
Be Brought to Interesting 
Close 
HUGE   CROWD    EXPECTED 
With a series of events expect- 
ed to draw thousands of specta- 
tors to the Clemson campus, the 
Corps of Cadets brings the military 
schedule of the college to an of- 
ficial close next Sunday afternoon 
when the second annual Military 
Day is observed here. 
At 3:45 P. M. the local regi- 
ment, attired in full dress uniform, 
will form en masse and sing the 
Alma Mater of the school; follow- 
ing this the 26 platoons of the 
Corps will pass in review in mass 
formation. 
REGIMENTAL PARADE 
A    regimental    parade    will    fol- 
low,   in   honor  of   the   members   of 
(Continued   on   page   nine) 
HISTORY OF CLEMSON 
f INTERESTING ONE 
Local   Organization   Establish- 
ed  Forty Years Ago by 
Mr. F. S. Brockman 
HAS GROWN STEADILY 
The YM.CA at Clemson College 
was organized in 189 4 by Mr. F. S. 
Brockman, then State Secretary, 
and Dr. T. P. Harrison, then ot 
the English Department of the col- 
lege,   and   a   few  cadets. 
(Continued on page six) 
I hope some of you juniors grow 
into men next year and cut out 
this kidding. 
—Manning. 
There are going to be trained 
baboons in this show in chapel to- 
night.    You should feel at home. 
—Daniel. 
You're between the devil and the 
deep   blue   sea. —Colling*. 
Listen!  Don't bruise those peach- 
es;  handle them like eggs. 
—-Mnsser. 
SENIOR CLASS  OFFICERS 
The Junior class assembled 
in chapel last night after supper 
and nominated men for Senior 
class offices for next year. The 
two highest nominees in each of- 
fice were voted on this after- 
noon   by   secret  ballot. 
The two leading candidates 
for the fourth year presidency 
are Henry Woodward and Louis 
Cochran; Oscar Rawls and Duke 
Richardson are running for vice- 
president. 
F. A. Spenser and Monroe 
Crain are the two third yea* 
cadets in the race for the post 
of secretary-treasurer, and Pete 
Anderson andj Arthur Allison 
are the candidates for historian. 
The results of the race wiU 
be known at a late hour to- 
night. 
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Rhodes To Head New Central Dance Association 
"Y" Cabinet 
A delegation from Presbyterian 
College, consisting of four young 
men and two young ladies, present- 
ed a short but interesting program 
at Vesper service last Sunday even- 
ing. The program included two in- 
teresting talks and a trio of musical 
numbers.. 
CABINET  ELECTED 
After the P. C. Delegation's pre- 
sentation, the new Y. M. C. A. 
President, Cabinet, and Advisory 
Board for 1934-'35 were installed. 
The new Cabinet consists of W. B. 
JKcConnell, president; K. W. McGee, 
S. A. Cooler, W. P. Mauldin, S. W. 
Page, T. D. Christopher, L. A. Gam- 
fblll, 'R. V. Martin, P. Q. Langston, 
and  T.  B.   Strange. 
The Cabinet was installed by 
Prof. B. O. Williams, a former 
member of the Caibinet and now a 
professor   at   Clemson   College. 
The Advisory Board was installed 
by Rev. S. J. L. Crouch, pastor of 
the local Presbyterian Church. 
Only three of the mem'bers were 
present, Professors J. E. Hunter, S. 
M.   Martin,   and   B.   O.  Williams. 
Shoot The Show 
BY H. S. ASHMORE 
FRIDAY— 
THIS MAN IS MINE 
This is supposed to be a power- 
ful drama. It really isn't bad; 
delicate handling of a not-so-good 
plot. The story, such as it is, 
concerns a love affair between Irene 
Dunne's husiband and an ex-sweet- 
heart who comes to live next door. 
Things come to a pretty pass and 
Irene decides to divorce him, but 
the ex-sweetheart decides to marry 
another gentleman who has more 
money. Dunne is, of course, fine. 
Also Constance Cummings, Ralph 
Bellamy, Kay Johnston, and Char- 
les   Sterrett. 
Y. M. C. A. Quartet 
JUNIOR-SENIOR BALL 
(Continued from page one) 
MUCH   COLOR 
A blaze of color will greet the 
eyes of the guests as they enter 
the gymnasium to revel among the 
palatial Egyptian structures. From 
the standpoint of color and au- 
thenticity, the decorations for this 
event will rank above those of pre- 
ceding dances. The 'barbaric touch 
of these inhabitants of the Nile 
Valley gave vent to a vigorous type 
of architecture and a brilliant use 
of primary colors. These colors, 
structures, and ancient sym'bolisms 
have been accurately portrayed by 
the third year men under the direc- 
tion of John R. Hartledge, decora- 
ting   chairman. 
BUFFET SUPPER 
During a one-hour intermission, 
a buffet upper will be served to 
members of the two upper classes 
and their guests, in the dining hall. 
This phase of the evening should 
also he rendered interesting by the 
Jungaleers, who 'will render din- 
ner-dance music amid tasteful de- 
corations. 
The YMCA will he the scene of 
activity for those men and their 
guests who do not dance. K. W. 
McGee has arranged what promises 
to be a delightful social period, up 
until time for the buffet supper. 
MEN AT WORK 
Committees in charge of the va- 
rious phases of preparation for 
this annual event have labored dil- 
igently to assure a marked social 
success in every department. The 
whole weekend promises to be most 
enjoyalble   in  every  respect. 
SATURDAY— 
KEEP  'EM ROLLING 
It seems that they never give 
Walter Houston any decent plays, 
despite the fact that he is one of 
Hollywood's finest. In this thing 
he plays a hard-rock cavalryman 
who loves a horse (of all things). 
The story drags along through the 
losing of the horse and several 
other things. A bit of love in- 
terest between Frances Dee and 
Robert Shayne. Also Houston does 
a 'hit of necking with Minna Gom- 
bell when he can tear himself away 
from   old.   Dobbin. 
MONDAY— 
SOCIAL  REGISTER 
This is a week of weak plays and 
fair acting. In this one we have 
formula number 68 which concerns 
the social-registrite who marries 
the chorus pony. Of course there 
is the usual break-up caused by the 
scheming mother but naturally 
there is the happy ending with the 
reconciliation. Colleen Moore does 
fairly with the chorus goil but the 
part isn't fitted to her and besideb 
it might not be a bad idea if Co- 
leen went 'back to her retirement. 
Also Alexander Kirkland, Ross Al- 
exander. 
TUESDAY—COUNTESS   OF 
MONTE  CHRISTO 
It's been quite a while since I 
reviewed this job and for the life 
of me I can't remember who is in 
it besides Fay Wray. Anyway Fay 
plays the extra girl who is put into 
a long automobile with a maid and 
a flock of luggage marked "The 
Countess of Monte Christo". Being 
in rather a low mood Fay, instead 
of driving to the place designated 
by the director, goes to a swank 
hotel, registers as the countess, 
takes the royal suite, and settles 
down without a rock. This leads 
to some fine complications ending 
up with Fay becoming a star. On, 
yes, I just remembered that Paul 
Lukas plays the lead. 
ANNUALS ISSUED 
(Continued   from   page   one) 
The following is an excerpt from 
a letter received by Mr. J. C. Lit- 
tlejohn, business manager of the 
college, from a prominent official of 
the Wrigley Company, who handled 
the edition, "I have a bound copy 
of the 1934 TAPS before me at the 
present time and it seems to be by 
far the best edition ever publish- 
ed". 
Work on TAPS was started soon 
after the beginning of the school 
year back in September, and it was 
because of this that the staff was 
able to hand out the 27th volume 
so soon. 
WEDNESDAY— 
FLYING   DOWN   TO   RIO 
This is a return engagement and 
has been reviewed before. There 
will doubtless be plenty of custo- 
mers for the infamous Cariocna, 
however. 
NOTICE: 
"Carolina", the film which played 
here during spring holidays has 
been secured for an early return 
date. 
JUNIOR-SENIOR   TOMORROW 
KENNEMUR   TAKES   POST 
D. H. Kennemur has accepted 
a position with the Renfrew Bleach- 
ery at Travelers Rest, S. C. Mr. 
Kennemur completed the textile 
chemistry and dyeing course at 
Clemson Textile School in 1933. 
He has had some practical exper- 
ience with the Pacific Mills at Ly- 
man,   S.   C. 
The quartet of the college YMCA is shown above. The mem- 
bers are from left to right: B. M. Latham, Roy Cooper, Dwight 
Cliapin,   and  J.   Z.   Lancaster. 
The singers have appeared several times in chapel and have 
accompanied the  deputation  team   of   the   Y   on   numerous   trips. 
McSWAIN APPOINTED 
NEW VICE CHAIRMAN; 
TEN OTHERS CHOSEN 
Crain,    Lipscomb,    Hartledge, 
Plowden,   Cochran,  Platt, 
Green,    Watson,    Way, 
Wigington Honored 
JUNIORS,  C. D. A. CHOOSE 
By   W.   H.   WASHINGTON 
Dean,  Clemson  Summer  School 
Summer school has certain ad- 
vantages that should apycal to 
many Clemson students. First: It 
provides an opportunity to take 
certain courses not offered duriiiK 
the regular session, which may be 
taken for their "tool" value. That 
is, they have value to the college 
student for the use he can make of 
the knowledge or skill in his fu- 
ture college course as well as after 
his college days. In this category 
are typewriting, free-hand drawing, 
etc. These courses may be taken 
as free electives in all courses. 
GENERAL   VALUE 
Second.: It provides opportunity 
to take certain courses of general 
value to students of one school *n 
another school with greater ease 
than during the regular session 
because of schedule and other dif- 
ficulties. In this group will be 
such courses as Bacteriology, Bot- 
any, etc., which can be taken In 
the summer by Engineering, Tex- 
ile, and  other students. 
REQUIRED COURSES 
Third: It provides an opportuni- 
ty for good students to take cours- 
es which will help them to com- 
plete the time and course require- 
ments at an early date and vet 
not "overload'' themselves. One 
or more courses required in each 
curriculum will be offered this 
summer. For example, Engineer- 
ing students may take Mathematics 
or Physics; Textile students may 
study Textiles; Chemistry students, 
Chemistry; Education students have 
the    choice   of   several   courses    in 
Education.     Besides   students   from 
all schools may take such generally 
required   courses   as   English. 
LOST  TLME 
Fourth: Students who have lost 
time because of illness or for other 
good reasons are behind in their 
work may make up certain work 
and thus remove course deficiencies 
and qualify for taking more ad- 
vanced courses by removing pre- 
requisites that have not been pass- 
ed. For example, Chemistry and 
Botany are prerequisite to most 
science courses in the Agricultural 
and Vocational Agricultural curri- 
cula. 
FRESHMAN   WORK 
Fifth: New students who desire 
to acquaint themselves with and 
adjust themselves to college work 
may take certain Freshman cours- 
es and thus make a less abrupt 
transfer from high school to col- 
lege work than by the usual pro- 
cedure. Such students should file 
high-school record and make appli- 
cation for admission the same as 
those who enter in September. II 
a student ifinds himself interested 
in college work, he will be more 
easily adjusted to the routine or 
the regular session and, in addi- 
tion, will have some college work 
to  his  credit in advance. 
CHANGE   IN   COURSE 
Sixth: Students who change from 
one course to another may 'be able 
ot save a year's time by taking 
work  in   the   summer. 
Seventh: Graduates of liberal 
arts or other colleges who desire 
to take technical courses at Clem- 
son may profit by a summer school. 
F. K. Rhodes of Florence will 
lead the Central Dance Association 
of Clemson during the coming year 
in   the   capacity  of   president. 
A. T. McSwain was appointed to 
the position of vice chairman, and 
V. M. Crain is to be the coming 
treasurer. 
The office of secretary will be 
filled by J. L. Lipscomb. J. R. 
Hartledge and H. A. Plowden will 
be  in charge of  all  decorations. 
The placing committee consists 
of J. L. Cochran, W. M. Platt, and 
G.  B.  Green. 
A. C. Watson will have charge of 
the music; the two junior assistants 
of the C. D. A. are G. D. Way ana 
T.   A.   Wigington. 
The above men were appointed 
as members of the dance associa- 
tion from a list Of candidates chos- 
en by 'both the members of this 
year's C. D. A. and the preseat 
Junior class. 
TEXTILE CHEMISTS 
GO ON INSPECTION 
TOUR WITH MANNING 
Visit Pacific    Mills    at Lyman 
and   Southern Worsted 
at Greenville     • 
WATCH PROCESSES 
BOARD OF VISITORS 
(Continued   from   page   3) 
The members of the Board ot 
Visitors are selected from the va- 
rious congressional districts, and 
with one exception serve only a 
year. Each year one man is elected 
hold-over member and he returns 
the following year with the new- 
Board. T. W. Thornhill of Charles- 
ton, who addressed the Cadet Corps 
in Chapel Thursday, was chosen 
to return with the 19 35 board. 
THIS   YEAR'S   BOARD 
The 1934 Board is comprised 
of the following men: J. E. Harley 
(hold-over member from last year) 
T. W. Harrison, W. C. Smith, J. 
M. Moss, Dean Pearman, L. C. Har- 
rison, S. C. Gamhrell, J. D. Jones, 
W. B. Wilkerson, P. Quattlebaum, 
A.  V.  Bethea,  and  G.  G.  Gilmer. 
JUNIOR-SENIOR   TOMORROW 
TIGERS   LICK   GEORGIA 
BULLDOGS   5   TO   2 
(Continued,   from   page   one 
the eighth inning rally and Ni- 
chols finished in the box for the 
losers. 
Tuesday the Bengal diamond 
aggregation split the series with 
the Athens crew by dropping a 
close  encounter to  them,   4-3. 
Seniors in the Textile Chemis- 
try and Dyeing Department visited 
the Pacific Mills, Lyman, S. C, and 
the Southern Worsted Company at 
Greenville   on   Wednesday,   May   2. 
At the Pacific Mills attention was 
centered, on the study of hydrogen 
bleaching, printing, continuous vat 
dyeing, and calender finishing ot 
cotton piece-goods. 
WATCH PROCESS  DYEING 
The Southern Worsted Company 
furnished an example of the manu- 
facture and processing of worsted 
piece-goods. Interest at this plant 
was centered on the dyeing of slub- 
bing in the form of tops by means 
of the Franklin Pressure Dyeing 
Machine, the mixing and blending 
by means of Gill Boxes, twisting 
by cap spinning, weaving on looms, 
and the washing and fulling pro- 
cess. 
THINK   WHAT    SHE    MEANS    TO 
YOU!   TELEGRAPH   YOUR   MOTH- 
ER   WHAT'S   IN  YOUR  HEART 
MOTHER'S   TELEGRAM—MAY    13 
SHOES    -    -  -  2.50 TO $5,00   1 
WHITE DUCKS       -      - $1.00 and $1.25 
NEW DANCE SASHES $150 
TWO-PIECE UNDERWEAR      -      -      25c and 35c 
VAN HEUSAN, SHIRTS AND! PAJAMAS 
WHITE    TIES        —        SLEEVELESS SWEATERS 
"JUDGE" KELLER'S   I 
&M>tt^MttMHi^iMmBa>fflffiattMM^ 
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C. E. Cummings Elected New President Of Blue Key 
GREENWOOD HIGH SCHOOL TAKES FIRST 
HONORS IN INITIAL STATEWIDE CONTEST 
FOR INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS 
ARCHITECTURAL SHOW 
ATTRACTS MANY; ALL 
MANNER OF EXHIBITS 
Vernon  Robbins  of  Rock  Hill 
Highest Individual Scorer; 
Many Boys Attend 
KAST CLUB FORMED 
The first statewide Industrial 
Education High School Contest was 
sponsored here Friday and Satur- 
day by the Iota Lambda Sigma 
Fraternity with the able assistance 
of the schools of Vocational Educa- 
tion, Textiles and Engineering. 
Seventeen schools from various sec- 
tions of the state eent 59 repre- 
sentatives. 
MANY ACTIVITIES 
The contests consisted of exer- 
cises in woodwork and. mechanical 
drawing. Greenwood High School 
took the highest school honors in 
the contest while Vernon 'Robbins 
of Rock Hill was the highest in- 
dividual   scorer. 
CLUB  ORGANIZED 
These representatives were ini- 
tiated into the Kast Club which 
was organized for the promotion of. 
Industrial Education in the High 
schools  of the state. 
Much credit is due the Iota Lam- 
bda Sigma Fraternity in its co- 
operation with the various high 
schools of the state in the promo- 
tion   of   Industrial   Education. 
Popular Senior | OTHER OFFICERS OF ORGANIZATION TO 
BE ELECTED LATER; NOTTINGHAM, RAWLS, 
WOODWARD, CUMMINGS, CHAPLIN INDUCTED 
Huge Crowd Attends Gala Dis- 
play Here Yesterday; Com- 
plete Resume Presented 
PROBLEMS     SHOWN 
Track Mentor 
The varsity work of Coach 
Frank Howard drew to a close 
Saturday when his Tiger track 
* proteges split with Carolina for 
first place in the annual State 
meet  at  Clinton. 
At present Coach Howard Is 
busy formulating plans for the 
coming intramural track meet 
May   16th. 
TEMPLE 
Quite a fuse was raised recently 
at Temple University by the stu- 
dents, because they wanted to be 
represented on the athletic council. 
However, they received quite a sur- 
prise when they found that such a 
privilege had been theirs for many 
years. The only trouble was that 
during the past two years the stu- 
dent council had forgotten to elect 
members to represent them. 
HOBO   COLLEGE 
A college for educated hoboes 
has been organized in Chicago. Many 
of the hoboes hold degrees from 
American and foreign universities; 
they meet every night in an old 
barn. 
The Architecture Department ot 
the college passed in review yester- 
day with a gala display of the 
year's problems and projects. Vis- 
itors from neighboring cities and 
from all over the state joined the 
people of the campus in attending 
one of Clemson's most colorful and 
attractive   presentations. 
PROFS IN CHARGE 
All the members of the Archi- 
tecture Department acted in the 
capacity of hosts to the interested 
group; Professors Lee, Hodges, Lit- 
tle, and Anderson explained the 
fine points of the field of design 
and practical work. All the vis- 
itors registered as they entered the 
portals of the architectural floor 
and much interest was stirred in 
the judging of the sophomore and 
junior  fundamental  plates. 
MUCH WORK BONE 
Examples of every phase of the 
fine work done by Clemson's ar- 
chitects were on exhibit, and a 
complete resume of the four year 
course was presented to the guests, 
while the ingenious problems ot 
the advanced five year students 
were appreciated by all. 
SOPHOMORE  COUNCIL 
The Sophomore Council held a 
short meeting in the club room ot 
the YIMCA last Friday night. Plans 
were made for a banquet next 
week- the meeting was adjourned 
with a prayer by "Wallace Fridy. 
The ancient adage to the ef- 
fect that only one thing can be 
done well at a time means lit- 
tle or nothing to Freddie Sad- 
ler, popular member of the 
Senior   class. 
Sadler, a product of Parker 
High School in Greenville, be- 
lieves in stepping out and do- 
ing things. He waits in the 
messhall during meals, spends 
his spare time jerking milK- 
shakes and similar concoctions 
at Martin's Brug Company, 
studies a little, and finds some 
time   to   spare   (sometimes). 
He is Captain Adjutant of 
the Third battalion, a member 
of Scabbard and Blade, vice- 
president of the Athanor, ana 
a former vice-president of the 
Junior   class. 
A quiet unasuming worker 
with a little smile continuous- 
ly playing around his lips— 
that's  Freddie  Sadler. 
INTRAMURAL CINDER 
ACES TO CAVORT ON 
RIGGS FIELD SOON 
Coach     Frank    Howard     and 
Freddie Kirchner are Spon- 
sors of Inter-Company 
Tilt 
George Robinson to Represent 
Honor Frat at Any Nation- 
al  Convention 
MEETING    HELD   MONDAY 
AWARDS TO BE GIVEN 
MERELY   FIGURES 
The two moth-eaten adages 
to the effect that figures lie 
and liars often figure may or 
may not mean anything to you, 
but the fact that 7 out of a 
possible 22 High Honor scho- 
lastic positions were copped by 
out-of-state   students   might. 
Approximately 10 per cent of 
the student body is composed ot 
out-of-state men; about 33 per 
cent of the high honors were 
raked in by non-South Caro- 
linians; with differential equa- 
tions you may figure something 
out   of   the   whole   business. 
By W. K. LEWIS 
With the end of the varsity sea- 
sonn here, Coach Frank Howard 
and his men and. Freddie Kirchner 
are giving all their help to those 
interested in the intramural tracK 
and field events scheduled, for Wed- 
nesday afternoon,  May  16. 
Howard has expressed his wish 
for as many boys as can to report 
for this track competition. Indi- 
vidual aid and instruction is being 
given those who have already sign- 
ed up for the meet and there is 
much possibility that some real 
finds will be made. 
Several members of this year's 
varsity and freshman teams haft 
never been out before and although 
they didn't become stars, they de- 
veloped into the type of track men 
that is essential to a well bal- 
anced  squad. 
PRELIMS  TO  BE  RUN 
The entire meet will take place 
Wednesday afternoon, preliminari- 
es being run off first in the 100, 
220, and the low and high hurdles. 
Awards will be given the winners 
of the ifirst four places in each 
event. Any cadet is eligible ex- 
cept members of the varsity and 
freshman   track   teams. 
Straight Chemistry Graduates 
Go In For Technical Journalism 
Three Clemson graduates in 
straight chemistry, all of the 
class of 1921, have published 
technical papers in the April 
issue of the Journal of The 
American Chemical Society. It 
is an interesting coincidence 
that these three articles should 
appear in the same issue. 
THOMAS McMEEKIN 
Thomas L. McMeekin, class 
of 1921, of Monticello, in Fair- 
field county, is a Ph.B. grad- 
uate of the University of Chi- 
cago. He Is now occupying a 
position in the Harvard Medi- 
cal   School. 
The article just published by 
him is entitled "Studies in the 
Physical Chemistry of Amina 
Acids, Peptides and Rebated 
Substances. The Apparent Mo- 
lar Volume and the Electro- 
restriction   of   the    Solvent". 
It is written in collaboration 
with Edwin J. Cohn, John T. 
Edsall and Muriel H. Blanch- 
ard. (Contributions from the 
Bepartment  of  Physical   Chem- 
istry,    Vassar    College,    Pough- 
keepsie,   N.  Y.) 
CARROLL   GRIFFIN 
Carroll W. Griffin, class of 
1921, of Anderson, is a Ph.B. 
graduate of the University or 
Virginia, at present Professor 
of Chemistry at Vassar College. 
His article is entitled "The 
Adsorption, of Hydrogen by 
Copper Poisoned with Cyano- 
gen." (Contributions from the 
Sanders Laboratory of Chemis- 
istry, Vassar College, Pough- 
keepsie, N. Y.) 
T.   J.   WEBB 
T. J. Webb, class of 1921, 
of Anderson, is a Ph.B. grad- 
uate of Princeton University. 
He is now Assistant Professor 
of Physical Chemistry at Prin- 
ceton. 
The subject is "The Cryo- 
scopic Study of Certain Ali- 
phatic Alcohols", and is writ- 
ten in collaboration with C. 
H. Lindsley. (Contributions 
from the Frick Chemical Lab- 
oratory of Princeton Universi- 
ty.) 
FROSH TRACK STARS 
RETURN WITH STATE 
BANNERJNDER ARMS 
Rats   Eke    Out   Victory Over 
Furman   Tiny   Breeze   by 
Small Margin 
CAROLINA IS THIRD 
Clemson's first year Tigers claw- 
ed their way to victory in the fresh- 
man state track ' meet, held Fri- 
day at Clinton, by a bare 5-6 ot 
a point; the local frosh garnered a 
total of 48 point while Furman's 
baby breeze blew into the finals 
with a 47 1-6. 'South Carolina was 
third and Wofford. ran in the fourth 
place. 
Clemson men placed in the fol- 
lowing: 
120 yard hurdles, Carter (4th); 
high jump, Bryce tied with P. C. 
for 1st, 5 ft. 6 1-2 inches; mile, 
Green (2nd); 100 Berry (1st), Her- 
long (4th), 10.3 seconds; 440 yd- 
dash, Cobb (2nd), 54.2; shot put, 
Bryan (3rd); Javelin, Davis (2nd); 
Pole vault, Snyder (1st), Bacot 
(2nd), 11 feet 2 in.; 880, Cobb 
(1st), 2 minutes 14.1 seconds; 
220, Herlong (2nd), Berry (4th); 
2mile, Hickey (4th); Broad jump, 
Wolfe, (4th); 220 low hurdles, 
Carter (2nd); 3rd In relay; no 
place  in  discus. 
Charles E. Cummings of Bishop- 
ville was elected president of Blue 
Key for next year at a meeting 
held by the organization in Riggs 
Hall Monday night; the other of- 
ficers of the frat will not be elect- 
ed  until  next fall. 
FIVE JUNIORS INDUCTED 
At the same meeting the five 
junior candidates for admission, 
Oscar Rawls, Howard Nottingham, 
Henry Woodward, Charles Cum- 
mings, and George Chaplin, wer* 
formally   inducted. 
Following the initiation Georgo 
W. Robinson of Asheville was u- 
nanimously elected as the national 
member of Blue Key from the lo- 
cal chapter, and will represent the 
Clemson group at any sectional or 
nationwide convention during the 
remainder of the present school 
year. 
Bengal Grad 
J. W. Bavis, '33, is making 
an enviable record for himself 
at the Berry School In Georgia 
where he divides his time be- 
tween   teaching   and   coaching. 
Davis was a member of th« 
varsity basketbajU team last 
year and received his Blocfe 
C in that sport. 
   .sJ 
CLUBS AND SOCIETIES 
On Monday night at the regular 
semi-monthly meeting of the South 
Carolina Chapter of Alpha Zeta, Dr. 
Peter Carodemus, of the School ol 
Chemistry, gave an interesting ana 
instructive talk on the modes and 
culture  of his   native  land,   Greece. 
SPOKE  ON  GREECE 
At a meeting several months ago 
Dr. Carodemus gave a similar talk 
on ancient Greece and its contri- 
butions to the present day civili- 
zation. He stated that the averagS 
South Carolinian had a false im- 
pression of the true Greek, stating 
that most of the so-called men of 
Greece in South Carolina are not 
really from Greece but from sur- 
rounding   countries. 
At the close it was voted on by 
the members of the fraternity to 
have an informal banquet Friday 
night,   7:30,   at  the   Y   cafe. 
With the exceptions of a few 
isolated tribes, there are no people 
today of a pure race.—Dr. Johan- 
nes  L.   Hoops. 
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EDITORIAL 
THE DOCILE STUDENT 
Several months ago, Secretary of Agriculture Henry A. 
Wallace made the remark that "our college life has expressed 
its vitality in such rackets as organized football." Not long 
afterwards Federal Commissioner of Education George Zook 
exclaimed, "My complaint about college students is that they 
are too darned docile." 
, Perhaps these gentlemen will not regard the college stu- 
dent as being so tractable after reading accounts of various' 
intercollegiate riots on Eastern campuses a few days ago. 
There seem to be two distinct factors in this student 
question. One apparently favors undergraduate progress 
through evolution; the other leans toward revolution. 
One factor seems to favor soap box addresses and the re- 
sulting violence; the other group believes in gentle, persua- 
sive, but persistent action brought to bear on the thing that 
is holding "down" the student of today. 
Revolution is no panacea; it is not a cure-all. The chances 
are too often in favor of its defeating its own purpose. The 
undergraduate will never hurdle those barriers in front of 
him by using jerky thought and action; a smooth "take-off" 
is much more effective! 
Students should not be too docile, but neither should they 
be too unmanageable. The right amount of pressure, brought 
to bear at the proper place, will open any locked door! 
F OOLISH ABLES 
THE   ASS  AND  THE   LAPDOG 
While cooling off and. trying lo 
get a bit of fresh air at the Ander- 
son freshman-Sophomore recep- 
tion, W. A. Rhinehardt (of band 
and baseball fame) eeemed to be 
caKing quite an interest in a young 
lady whom he thought was one or 
tne  Anderson  College  girls. 
He even tried to get her to ad» 
mit that she was the one who per- 
formed the hula at the Mlay Day 
festivities. Rut alas and alack, the 
charming young lady was merely a 
visitor, and she has 'been married 
for quite some time. 
MORAL: Clumsy jesting is no 
joke. 
THE  WOLF AND  THE  LAMB 
It happens that a mysterious TIG- 
E[R correspondent named "Oscar" 
makes it a habit to appear on dance 
floors and at other social activities 
of the campus where he can see 
every and any thing that is none 
of hie business. Here and there he 
espies innocent cadets accompan- 
ied, by young ladies minding their 
own business. 
In his column he reviles these 
unfortunate cadets with all man- 
ner of scandal and lies; thereby 
he makes himself and his column 
in THE TIGER very undesirable 
and  in general,  a nuisance. 
MORAL: It is easy to be brave 
from a safe distance. 
nSMffiifMlR mmM 
COLLEGIATE PRESS 
Madison, Wis.—Students in mo- 
dern colleges are not members or 
the idle rich, is the result of sur- 
vey at the University of Wisconsin. 
Over two thirds of the parents of 
students here are engaged in oc- 
cupations under the headings of 
"trade, manufacture, agriculture." 
The parents of the students for the 
most part have not had, a college 
education. 
REGARDING THE "Y" 
In this issue of THE TIGER is a two-page Y. M. C. A. sup- 
plement, setting forth some of the activities of that organi- 
zation, giving the views of student and faculty leaders in 
regard to the activities of the college "Y", and containing 
several articles on Blue Ridge, the beautiful meeting place of 
Y. M. C. A. conventions and gatherings. 
The Clemson "Y" is a great organization. It takes the 
place of a student union at other colleges since it offers social 
and physical activities in addition to  religious ones. 
The local "Y" caters to no particular religious group—the 
denomination of any cadet bans him from no Y. M. C. A. 
activity since the true purpose of the organization seems to 
center around the single, yet powerful, idea of building and 
training a better type of college student. 
The "Y" deserves all the credit that it is given and more! 
New Haven, Conn.—The gravest 
menace to peace in this country is 
the publisher of sensational news- 
papers, said Willis J. Abbott, jour- 
nalist and historian and for many 
years editor of the Christian Science 
Monitor, who delivered the Paul 
Block lecture at Yale. The other 
menaces to peace, Mr. Abbott de- 
clared, lay in the control of news- 
papers by munitions firms and poli- 
ticians having ambitious national 
schemes  to  advance. 
TRICKED 
We never go in for mud sling- 
ing in a big way and unless names 
are absolutely essential to the clear- 
ness of the tales we spin we don't 
mention them. We feel that the 
gentlemen concerned in this story 
would appreciate a bit of discretion 
so we shall call them A, B, C, and 
D. After the ball was over at the 
Parish house last Friday all four 
of the boys decided to go hack to 
Anderson with four young ladies 
who needed chaperoning. They did 
and some hours later found them- 
selves in Anderson at four o'clock 
in the morning with no visible 
means of getting back to school. 
They phoned back to school for tne 
bird who was supposed to bring 
them back but he had ventured a 
hit too far and, was dead to tho 
world. So B phoned A's old lady 
and informed him that A and C 
were as tight as owls, were run-* 
ning up and down the streets of 
Anderson, and that the law had, 
given, them 30 minutes to get out 
of town. This was, of course, pure 
fantasy hut steps must he taken 
when one is stranded in a strange 
town, and Anderson certainly is a 
strange town. A's roommate who 
had had too many himself, rushed 
about barracks at four in the morn- 
ing, borrowed a car and took off 
on his errand, of mercy. When 
the boys saw him coming A and 
C began to act drunk and B began 
to take care of them. All the way 
home they fought, screamed and in 
general convinced the roommate 
that there was no skull duggery 
afoot. Having cause to be up 
rather late ourselves we happened 
to stop by A's room in time to 
see his roommate who was in really 
terrible shape put A, who was cold 
sober, into his pajamas and tuck 
him  in  bed. 
and tame to attention. He had 
visions of four stripes winging their 
way from hie sleeve at the finish 
of a long and honorable career. 
Quoth the colonel, "My good man, 
are you a cadet here or a visitor?" 
Quoth the young captain, "A vis- 
itor, sir." \\ 
And went back to bed, thinking 
that maybe a captain wasn't so im- 
portant  after  all. 
BIG   SHOT 
It so happened that the captain 
of one of those companies over in 
middle barracks decided not to get 
up for inspection last Saturday 
morning and was reclining in bed 
when Colonel West, who had decid- 
ed, to get up, walked in. The cap- 
tain   leaped   from   his   downy   couch 
POTPOURRI 
Theodore Jervey Simons III, 
Steele Patterson, John Bryan, ana 
an unidentified freshman had the 
signal honor of being the first males 
under twenty-seven ever to eat a 
meal in the Anderson College din- 
ing hall—young Simons posed as 
Dot Fitzpatrick's uncle from Bolivia 
or it never would have happened— 
the cadets attending the May Day 
festivities at G. W. C. practically 
cornered the grain market in Green- 
ville last Saturday—the contribu- 
tion from the young lady at Con- 
verse is unprintable but we take 
this opportunity of saying, you're 
•ight, lady, you're right—happening 
into Leverette's room Sunday night 
we ran into what resembled a con- 
vention of ex—Tiger editors, Jimmy 
Baker, Bill Ashmore and Lever- 
ette along with our present editor, 
Chaplin, rapidly shooting—and we 
must say that the editors are de- 
generating     rapidly,     especially  the 
graduates the     universal     opinion 
seems to be that something should 
be done about Billy Dew, who is 
running John Troutman a close sec- 
ond for head scourge of the regi- 
ment up   until     the     lights   went 
out, Schnozz Dobson and his cohorts 
were leading the field of tipplers at 
the iSpinsters in Spartanburg last 
week end, and some of the state's 
foremost elbow benders were pres- 
ent the     boys     are     going     some 
shakes with the 'field—house prepar- 
ing for Junior-Senior. They are 
using the columns again, but this 
time its Egyptian--in case you're 
a betting man, we understand that 
a sophomore in the third battal- 
ion  is  making book  on the coming 
regimental     appointments place 
your bets for colonel today while 
the   odds  are   high thassall. 
INTERCOLLEGIATE PRESS 
It is utterly grotesque in my 
mind that anyone should preach 
the equality of sexes. Man is phy* 
eically dominant. Woman is spirit- 
ually dominant.—Dr. Robert Cloth- 
ier,  president Rutgers University. 
Two hundred meter readers for 
an Eastern utility have been bit- 
ten by dogs in a year. When a 
customer bites a utility, though, 
that's  news. 
—Dee   Moines   Tribune. 
Kansas City, Mo.— (IP)— All 
this stuff about dieting, exercising 
and abstaining is more or less 
poppycock, in the opinion of Dr. 
Logan Clendenning, debuuker of 
medical   myths. 
"Live just about as you please," 
he says. "It will probably come 
out about the same in the end 
anyway. A man may forego smok- 
ing, chewing, drinking, eating meat 
and cussing, and then be run over 
by a hit-skip driver. Think of all 
the fun  he  missed. 
Leningrad—(IP)— The popular 
notion that you really can't do 
good brain work until at least an 
hour after your meals has the ap- 
proval   of   scientific   tests. 
Dr. N. I. Krasnogowski, noted 
Russian pediatrician and professor 
of children's diseases here, asserts 
that the tests he has performed in 
his laboratory proved reactions 
were much slower within an hour 
after the patients had eaten and 
gradually increased in speed as the 
second and third hour passed. 
EMORY 
A law student at Emory Univer- 
sity recently found an egg worth 
fifty-three cents. He found it dur- 
ing the annual Easter egg hunt 
which is traditional among law stu- 
dents at Einory; it is the one oc- 
casion of the year when the law 
students and professors discard 
their legal dignity and go in for 
the youthful pastime in the woods 
back of the law building. The eggs 
are hidden by the janitor, and the 
particular egg in question contain- 
ed fifty-three cents in change. 
JUNIOR-SENIOR   TOMORROW 
ALABAMA 
Surviving a political campaign 
at the University of Alabama would 
be valuable experience for anyone 
who aspires to become one of the 
renowned Chicago racketeers. A 
short time ago there was a cam- 
paign in progress to determine the 
next editor-in-chief of the Crim- 
son-White; rivalry became very 
great, and one of the candidates 
was kidnapped and the other one 
was shot. As a result the election 
was postponed until next fall. 
WEST   VIRGINIA 
While on the subject of law stu- 
dents, we find a very practical idea 
being   carried   out   at   W.   Va.   Uni- 
versity. Law students there con- 
duct a practice court regularly in 
order that they may receive prac- 
tical   training   in  court  procedure. 
CALIFORNIA 
California, here we come! More 
students utter that cry than any 
other similar one. The University 
of California has more full-time 
registered students than any other 
university or college in the United 
States. Their   number   has   now- 
reached    19,000. 
DUKE 
One of the -Duke freshman base- 
ballers injured his throwing arm 
during the basketbaU season. How- 
ever, he would not be stopped by 
such a mere trifle as being unable 
to throw. After much practice he 
finally learned to toss the sphere 
with  his  left arm. 
FLORIDA 
Chemical engineering students at 
the University of Florida might al- 
so do well in the subject of eco- 
nomics. They collect the waste 
grease at the University cafeteria 
and from it they make a very ser- 
viceable soap, thus cutting ex- 
penses   in   the   laboratory. 
•J 
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STUDENT EVALUATIONS I WHAT IS BLUE RIDGE? 
OF Y AJMJTS WORK 
A Vital Part of The  Clemson 
.    Student's Social Activities 
implement 
The YMCA is the socializing in- 
stitution of the campus. The us- 
ually neglected dormant qualities 
of the student have the best possi- 
ble opporunity for expression in 
the many and varied activities ot 
the  Y. 
—C.  D. Wyatt,  Editor Taps  '34 
The YMCA plays a major part 
In 'bringing to the Clemson cam- 
pus that which the college is un- 
able to provide; namely, the op- 
porunity to develop the stuednt's 
physical, social, and moral being. 
Without the YMCA, we could not 
.get   this   valuable   training. 
—Cadet  Col.   F.   B.  Schirmer. 
The YMICA is one of the most 
valuable organizations on the cam- 
pus. Through its social and ath- 
letic program it furnishes most of 
the recreation for the cadets. 
—L.  H. Harvin,  Pres.  Senior Class. 
During my four years of college 
life at Clemson, it has been forci- 
bly impressed upon my mind that 
the YMCA has a more far-reach- 
ing universal influence upon the 
Corps of Cadets than any other 
student organization. Every man 
at school at some time, in one way 
or another, feels the effects of the 
Y. Without it the Cadets would 
soon be at a loss as to how to en- 
joy spare time. The training and 
experiences that a man gains in 
association with the YMCA, coupled 
with genuine friendships formed 
during this period, constitute one 
of the greatest opportunities that 
Clemson College has to offer a ca- 
det. 
—W.   L.   Leverette,    Editor-in-chief 
of   Tiger    '34 
The YMCA is undoubtedly one 
of the greatest factors in fostering 
a spirit of fellowship, high ideals, 
and leadership. It is an institu- 
tion that is extremely necessary to 
every college campus. With its 
many varied activities, it stands 
•out as one of the keenest instru- 
ments in promoting true and last- 
ing   friendships. 
—D.   A.   Barnes,   Pres.   Phi   Psi. 
The YMCA at Clemson is the 
•center of all activities for the stu- 
dent body as a whole. It is to 
-Clemson what an Oasis is to the 
desert. Without the Y, Clemson 
would be a dreary place to live. 
—H. J. Schroder, Capt. Scabbard 
and  Blade. 
The Corps of Cadets of Clemson 
College should be deeply indebted 
to the YM'CA for extending its fa- 
cilities and hearty encouragement 
and support towards company so- 
cials and inter-company sports. 
Through its varied programs, the 
Y offers to Clemson the social and 
recreational features of a college 
town. 
—|R. B. Shores, Pres., Tau Beta PI. 
The YMCA at Clemson plays a 
most necessary and important part 
in the spiritual, physical, and so- 
cial development of the students. 
The vital part of the Clemson cam- 
pus is centered about the Y build- 
ing. It keeps alive the Christian 
Ideals that are sometimes easily 
lost. 
—C. N.  Clyaton, Chan. Alpha Zeta. 
Background for Life 
By DR.  E. W.  SIKES 
President   Clemson   College 
LEADERSHIP. Young men and 
women are consciously and un- 
consciously influenced by leaders. 
Being in the presence of some men 
is ennobling. From Lee and Jack- 
son went forth something that was 
not seen but felt. The secret ot 
the influence of Blue Ridge comes 
from the leaders. It has been 
the good fortune of those who have 
spent some days there to come un- 
der the influence of such men. The 
humble faithfulness of a Dr. Kes- 
ler or the scholarly attainment of 
a Dr. Weatherford leave an abid- 
ing influence. The subjects they 
handle and the way they handle 
them refresh and stimulate and 
guide youth. 
COMPANIONSHIP. The assemn- 
ling of young men from various 
colleges in a spiritual atmosphere 
arouses the 'best. There is good in 
every one but this good often lies 
dormant. To bring it out, no- 
thing equals companionship. In- 
heritance may fail, intsruction may 
not instruct, but the company kept 
is never neutral; it either elevates 
or declines. The associations form- 
ed at Blue Ridge energize but do 
not enervate. It has been a pow- 
er house for college campuses, a 
service station that recharged many 
i battery. 
ABSENCE OF AFFECTION. — 
Youth is repelled by affection In 
religion. Youth is quick to see 
pretense and. display while hypoc- 
racy is offensively repulsive. At 
Blue Ridge the life is normal, free, 
and wholesome. You do not try 
to appear good, nor sanctimonious. 
Exhuberant life flows everywhere, 
and no one thinks you are going 
to the Devil because you disagree 
with him. There is no monastic 
seclusion, no Simon Stylites on his 
pillar, no Flaggelants with sting- 
ing lash. The religious life is buoy- 
ant and exhilirating. Fortunate 
is the young collegian who sees 
life  envisaged  in  this  way. 
SEARCH FOR REALITY.— The 
modern collegian wants reality. He 
will not feed on superstitions nor 
pretending to ibe what one is not. 
He demands reality, and woe be- 
tide the leader or companion who 
tries to put anything else across. 
Blue   Ridge  is  a  school   of genuine 
DOCTOR E. W. SIKES 
EVALUATES WORK 
OFJOCAL YMCA 
Affords  Development of  Basij 
For  Future  Life's  Work 
VIEW OF ABBOTT HALL FROM LEE HALL 
questioning where you are encour- 
aged to speak out the problems 
that confront you. It is the clash 
of minds eager to find the truth 
and the solution of difficulties. Jes- 
us is made more real, His eachinge 
more practical, and His life more> 
the model and standard. One can- 
not stay in Blue Ridge for ten days 
and not feel ever afterwards that 
Jesus is the way and the light 
of the world. 
INFLUENCE OF BLUE RIDGE. 
How far reaching the influence of 
Blue Ridge has been may be seen 
in the denominational assembly. 
Every denomination is now con- 
cerned in having some kind or 
summer encampment for its youth. 
For  many  years   the  denominations 
neglected the tarining of their 
youth. Now in the vicinity of 
Blue Ridge may be found the 
Presbyterians at Montreat, the Bap- 
tists at Ridge Crest, the Metho- 
dists at Junaluska, the Episcopa- 
lians at Kanuga and the Associate 
Reformed, Presbyterians at Bon 
Clarken,   and   others. 
If a young collegian wants to 
attend one of these assemblies no 
parent could make a better in- 
vestment than to help him to go; 
no church will rue such an ex- 
penditure; no benevolence will give 
greater    returns    in    the   years    to 
By   DR.   E.   W.   SIKES 
President  Clemson College 
For nine years I have watched 
the contribution of the Y to tao 
educational program of Clemson 
Much of education is not formal, 
and for that reason better fits foi 
real living. The Y has made tht> 
following   contributions: 
1.    Public Speaking. The Y gives 
the   opportunity   to   many   men   to 
stand  on their  feet and to practice 
expressing   their   thoughts    in   thit= 
way.  Two young  men with  this  ex- 
perience  were employed by  the  Ex- 
tension Department immediately af- 
ter    graduation.      Young    men   fail 
to   realize   that   occasions   for   pub- 
lic  speaking  will  come   to  them   as 
soon   as   they  leave   here   and   even 
while   they   are   here   as   students. 
The   most   effective  way  to   acquire 
facility    in    public    speaking    is   to 
do it.    Practice may not make per- 
fection,  but  it is  the  only  way  by 
which   much   improvement   can   be 
made.     Reading will make the  full 
man   and   writing   the   exact   man, 
but   practice     in     public     speaking 
makes   the   ready   man.        Whatever 
your   occupation   may   toe,   occasions 
will  arise  when  you  will  toe  called 
upon   to   address   groups   of   peopls. 
The  teacher,  the county agent,  and 
the research man have these forced 
upon    them.      The    engineers    and 
the   textile   men   deal   with   groups 
and   have   ideas   they   wish   to   put 
across.     More  and  more these  men 
will be called upon to talk on mat- 
ters   of   religion,   in   churches,   Sun- 
day    Schools,    and    servicje    CIU'DS. 
Technical   societies   want   memibers 
who  can  speak  and who  can inter- 
pret vocations in terms  of religion. 
There  is  inspiration  when  an  engi- 
neer can  show that his vocation  or 
profession  is a part  of the eternal 
fitness   of   things;   when   a   textile 
man can show that he ie helping to 
carry  out   the   divine  statement,   "1 
was naked and  ye clothed  me";   or 
the   farmer,   "I   was   hungered   ana 
ye   fed   me."     All   worth-while   oc- come.      Do    you    doubt    it?      Then 
seek  the  testimoy  of  those who  as  cupations are capable of a religious 
students   in  the  years gone  by  had  interpretation, and. men, hard work- 
the opportunity  to   attend. 
LAKE WITH CANOES 
ing   men, men   with   callous   hands 
and  tired brains,  want  and  need  a 
religious interpretation    for    their 
activities. 
2. Discussion. Round-table dis- 
cussion is another contribution. To 
toe able to sit around a table and 
discuss a problem is even more im- 
portant than public speaking. A 
speaker may be a propogandist of 
a demagogue, but a round-table 
discussion eleminates demagogary 
and propaganda. President 
Roosevelt     is       using        the     dis- 
cussion   method.     He   has   gathered 
around him and  in  the various  de- 
partments   intelligent  men who   can 
discuss   every   phase   of   the   prob- 
lems    which    confront    him.      The 
various   Class  Councils   furnish   this 
type   of   training.     There   are   men 
who can  handle  a crowd,  who  can 
sweep  the  multitude off  their  feet; 
but who  can  not  deliberate with a 
committee.    Mobs  and  mob  leaders 
always   think  on  a   low  plane.  Ma- 
ture   judgment   comes   from      cool 
deliberation.  The  leaders of Frencn 
mobs   were   never   constructive   but 
destructive.      Wise   councillors   are 
needed   in  every  business,  in  every 
organization.     Over   the   slow   fires 
(Continue* on page six) 
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GLEMSON GRADUATES 
HONORED IN Y WORK 
Active for Many Yrs.;  To   Be 
Pres.  of  Interstate  Com- 
mittee of  North  and 
South Carolina 
ROBERT E. LEE HALL 
Y.M.G. A. HISTORY 
(Continued   from   page   1) 
"With the in-creased effort on the 
»art of the ones interested, the 
organization grew year toy year. 
Even small socials were conducted, 
the first one of importance being 
given to the freshman class in 
September   of   1902. 
The first mention of the Y in 
the college annual, then known as 
"The Oconean", was made in the 
issue for the session of  1904. 
The session of 1905-06 marked 
a great step for the Y. It 1B 
thought that Bible Study Classes 
Began about this time. A Y dele- 
gation was sent to White Sul- 
phur, near Ahseville, N. C. Dr. 
W. D. Weatherford came to the 
demon campue for his first time 
during this session. As a result 
of this, the enrollment of the Bible 
Classes increased greatly. A room 
in barracks was set aside by the 
Board of Trustees for the Y. It 
also gave sufficient funds for its 
equipment. The most outstanding 
feature of this year was the em- 
ployment of Clemson's first YMCA 
general secretary. This office was 
filled by Mr. Ray H. Legate, com- 
ing here from the University ot 
Arkansas. The first Mission Study 
Classes were conducted during his 
term of  three years. 
Mr. Legate's successor to the of- 
fice of general secretary was Mr. 
Noel L. Prevost. He resigned at 
the end of two years of very ef- 
ficient service. Mr. Robert L. 
(Bob) Sweeny then filled Mr. Pre- 
Toat's position. Due to Mr. Sween- 
ey's suggestion, the practice ot 
Singing a hymn at the college chap- 
el and of saying grace for meals 
in  the  mess  hall  was begun. 
As these years passed toy, the Y 
Increased in membership and use- 
fulness to the student body. Tne 
one great need that had ibeen felt 
and discussed from the earliest 
days was a home for this work, 
But no source of funds was at 
Hand. In the fall of 1913, Dr. R. 
N. Brackett, chairman of the Clem- 
son YMCA Advisory Board, attend- 
ed a meeting of the Agricultural 
Workers Association in Raleigh, 
N. C. While at this meeting, he 
was informed of the ract that Mr. 
John D. Rockefeller had made a 
liberal contribution for the erec- 
tion of the (then) new YMCA 
building at the North Carolina A. 
& M. College. Upon Dr. Weather- 
ford's next visit to 'Clemson, the 
chairman of the YMCA Advisory 
Board arranged a conference with 
Dr. W. M.  Riggs, then president  ot 
Clemson, so as to formulate some 
means of conferring with Mjr. Rock- 
efeller in regard to funds. Dr. 
Weatherford's assistance was most 
instrumental in this work, and, as 
a result, Mr. Rockefeller made It 
known that he. would, contribute 
fifty thousand dollars provided fa- 
culty, students and their friends 
would raise the sum of twenty- 
five thousand dollars, the building 
to be used as a community center, 
as well as a YMCA. Upon the 
completion of the necessary details, 
the building was begun and the 
cornerstone was laid at Commence- 
ment of 1915. The building was 
opened for use January 1, 1916. 
At this time, Mr. Roy John was 
serving as general secretary. The 
first assistant secretary was em- 
ployed at this time also, being J. 
R. Lester. Mr. John served in this 
capacity until 1917, -at which time 
he resigned to take work with th» 
YMCA in connection with the A. 
E. F. during the World War. Be- 
fore leaving the local YM.CA, Mr. 
John employed. Mr. P. B. (Holtzy) 
Holtzendorff as an assistant secre- 
tary also,— our present general 
secretary. During Mr. John's ab- 
sence, the work was supervised by 
Rev. J. M. Stony of the local Epis- 
copal Church with Mr. W. H. Bry- 
ant as assistant. Rev. Stony of- 
fered his services as a chaplain in 
the United States Army, and Mr. 
Bryant became general secretary. 
Mr. M. P. McLure acted as assist- 
ant   under   Msr.   Bryant. 
In the fall of 1919, much satis- 
faction came as a result of the news 
that Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff was to 
return to Clemson as general sec- 
retary of the YMCA, and he has 
been rendering service since this 
time that has been of the highest 
type. Messrs. D. N. Fields, L. J. 
Fox, Theo Vaughan, H. E. Robin- 
son, and R. H. Smith served under 
Mr.   Holtzendorff. 
The year of 1927 found the work 
so increased that a second assistant 
secretary was employed. This made 
the staff as follows: P. B. Holtzen- 
dorff, General Secretary; Theo 
Vaughan, first assistant secretary; 
J. Roy Cooper, second assistant 
secretary. In 1931, G. F. (Fred- 
die) Kirchner was employed as 
third assistant secretary. In 1932 
Wallace Friday was employed. 
ISince 1932, the staff of the YM 
CA has remained the same. The 
work of these supervisors has been 
of the highest character, and they 
are continuing the great work that 
was begun appoximately forty years 
ago. May they continue to lead 
others to Christ as others have led 
them. 
C. W. Legerton, a graduate In 
the class of 1902, was recently 
elected president of the Interstate 
Committee of the YMCA's of Nortn 
and South Carolina. This includes 
not only the student YMCA's; but 
City, County, Industrial, and Rail- 
road   Associations   as   well. 
Mr. Legerton has been active in 
the Interstate Committee for a 
number of years. He has done ex- 
ceptionally good work through the 
Charleston YMCA, and is spoken ot 
very highly by C. O. Getty, General 
Secretary of the Charleston YM 
CA. 
Mr. Legerton, as president of this 
comittee, succeeds Morgan B. Spier, 
a prominent business man of Char- 
lotte, North Carolina. Clemson Col- 
lege feels proud, of the recogni- 
tion   extended   to   Mr.   Legerton. 
LOCAL Y. M. C. A. 
EVALUATION 
(Continued   from   page   5) 
S. M. MARTIN 
RLUE RIDGE IS IDEAL 
LOCATIONS CAMP 
"Nature's Wonderland;" "The 
Switzerland   of  America" 
AERIAL VIEW OF      BLUE RIDGE 
Blue Ridge, "The Switzerland of 
Amreica," is located up amid the 
peaks of western North Carolina 
where the elevation is 2,700 feet. 
Here all nature is bubbling over 
in an endless panorama of beauty, 
loveliness, and enchantment; here 
the atmosphere in its purity and 
sweetness makes a man feel the 
grandure and omnipotence of the 
Creator and, causes him to look 
heavenward to glorify his God. The 
crystal lakes are cool, enticing to 
the   swimmer. The   invigorating 
air puts pep into tennis, baseball 
and hiking. In addition to the 
charm of the immediate vicinity, 
there are numerous points of In- 
terest which are well worth seeing 
while at Blue Ridge, among which 
are: Mt. Mitchell, Chimney Rock, 
Catawba Falls, the Vanderbilt Bilt- 
more Estate, and the City of Ash- 
eville. 
The constant, intimate associa- 
tion with great leaders and with 
representative students from all 
over the Southland is of untold 
value. Those who have experienced 
it voice the opinion that ten days 
spent at Blue Ridge is "worth a 
term at college, and no one's ed- 
ucation  is   complete   without   it." 
Plan now to <be one of the Clem- 
son Delegation next June and know 
what it is to spend this challenging 
nine days in the Blue Ridge Moun- 
tains. 
of a cool 'calm' discussion great pol- 
icies are forged. I have observed 
that twelve students around the table 
in my office develop a great deal 
of light without the danger of heat. 
3. Program making. Many men 
fail because they do not know how 
to formulate a program; they have 
no definite objective. The Y pro- 
grams are formulated, by the mem- 
bers of the Y. The plans are not 
handed down from above. Many 
leaders in school and church want 
to have everything in their hands. 
Many pastors fail to develop ini- 
tiative in their membership be- 
cause they do not place responsi- 
bility and do not xpect much from 
them. Vocational      agricultural 
teachers do place a great deal of 
responsibility on their students by 
requiring them to preside at and 
record the proceedings of their 
meetings. For eTery meeting some 
one must have a program. The 
secret of the power of Dr. Seaman 
Knapp was that when he entered 
a mass meting he had resolutions 
already prepared on what he want- 
ed the meeting to do. He withheld 
his resolution until the talkers 
had talked out and then present- 
ed definite resolutions which wer& 
generally accepted. Often a pro- 
gram must toe changed to meet an 
emergency; often the objective will 
be modified in the course of events. 
This shift, too, should be provided 
for. 
4. Another contribution of the 
Y is the development of a friendly 
and ympathetic attitude toward re- 
ligion, Christianity, and the church. 
There is a temptation when a young 
man goes to college; it Is a trans- 
ition from the non-questioning 
home and local atmosphere to that 
of questioning. His horizon grows 
larger. He may meet it by becom- 
ing a doubter, 'but honest doubt 
never hurts anyone. The chief dan- 
ger is that he may enter the sleepy 
hollow of broad indifference. This 
is the reason why so many church 
members are like a "painted ship 
upon   a   painted   ocean". Their 
names are on the church roll, they 
contribute, they listen to the pas- 
tor Sunday after Sunday, but there 
is never an emotional response. 
They are like the Laodiceans—they 
are neither hot nor cold. How- 
ever, reports come to me that the 
Clemson men are active and sym- 
pathetic     with     church     activities. 
WHAT BLUE RIDGE 
OFFERS 
Its   Meaning   to   Students 
We are all in a hurry. Some of 
us are merely hitch-hikers, willing 
to thumb our way with an ac- 
comodating driver. Others are de- 
termined to travel through life in 
style—nothing but the best for 
me. There are those among us 
who are interested in better high- 
ways, in transportation for every 
purposeful and energetic wayfarer, 
and even in the destination. To 
all of us, Blue Ridge extends an 
invitation to pause, consider where 
we are, what we are, where we 
want to go, what resource are 
available, and how we may make 
the  journey. 
Blue Ridge offers the most beau- 
tiful natural surroundings con- 
ducive to calm and correct appraisal 
of life's values; eager, thoughtful 
students with whom one listens and 
thinks, plays and prays, in a fel- 
lowship which becomes one of life's 
strongest sinews; mature, always 
forward looking leaders, experienc- 
ed enough to teach and humble 
enough to learn life's great lessons; 
and both a tradition and a goal 
which challenge us to life's great 
enterprises. 
This feeling of sympathy and ap- 
preciation is fostered and should 
be continued. Most of the men 
who enter college have already 
joined the church and made a de- 
cision at home. The Y lias only 
a. limited evangelistic field, but 
it has a large field in the forma- 
tion of attitude and personal relig- 
ion. The field of Christianity Is 
ever widening—not wider than the 
vision of its founder—but wider 
than that of a "pureblind race of 
mortal men". Many things form- 
erly assigned to Satan may be used 
to strengthen the worship of man. 
Organs were once tabooed and so 
was the sweet music of the violin. 
The movie may yet be so guided 
that it will become helpful to man 
in his spiritual life; the radio may 
be used in a noble way. We 
may yet sing with Tennyson: 
"Let   knowledge   grow   from   more 
to more 
But  more of reverence  in  us  dwell 
That mind and soul, according well. 
May   make   one   music   as   before." 
Y CABIN 
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BATTERY SERVICE 
Q3 The greatest tire that ever 
bore  the  name   of  Good-Year 
43%   More Non-Skid Mileage. 
TIGER SERVICE STATION 
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Before you order, see our New 
Line  of  samples for Tailor- 
made Suits 
The STUDENT GLEANERS 
NEW DANCE SASHES FOR JUNIOR-SENIOR 
A genuine Buck-skin White Shoe  for  $5.00, made 
by the old "Friendly Five"  Company 
White  Ties,  three  for   $1.00 \ 
HEY, YOU JUNIORS!      Use your R. O. T. C. Credit 
See Jack Todd or Bobby Spann 
HOKE SLOAN 
AT    CLEMSON FOR    CLEMSON 
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Clemson College Laundry 
THIRTY APPRAISERS 
FROM FEDERAL LAND 
BANK V1SK CLEMSON 
Theoretical and Practical Side 
of      Appraisal      Studied; 
Saunders in Charge 
txs. 
It isjii the heat, its 
trie humidity i 
'fl&ss insulators, tool 
Even glass insulators behave badly toward tele- 
phone currents when humidity is high. This has 
been proved by experiments at Bell Telephone 
Laboratories. 
When it's humid, a film of moisture forms on 
the glass. The more humid, the thicker the film 
 and the more electrical current escapes! Im- 
portant factors governing amount of leakage are 
the chemical nature of the glass, its shape and age, 
the amount and kind of dirt on its surface. 
Through exhaustive studies, telephone men have 
developed more efficient types of glass insulators 
— and are seeking ways to make them still better. 
Close attention to every detail of Bell System 
equipment leads to constantly improving service. 
BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM 
Thirty land appraisers of the 
South Carolina division of the Fed- 
eral Land Bank recently spent a 
week, April 30 to May 6, at Clem- 
son making a study of the theoret- 
ical side of land appraisal. They 
were in the charge of E. P. iSaun- 
ders, junior reviewing appraiser 
of this district. 
LOCAL PROFS  SPEAK 
At a recent meeting in the lec- 
ture room of the Engineering Build- 
ing Dr. Calhoun talked on the 
factors of soil building, Dr. Mills 
read a paper on farm tenancy. Pro- 
fessor G. H. Aull discussed taxes, 
Doctors Cooper and Collings lec- 
tured on the value of the different 
classes of soil, and Mr. Russell, of 
the extension service, explained the 
recent economic trends in land 
values. 
BEGAN TRIP MONDAY 
This group began last Monday In 
Spartanburg a trip on which they 
will go throughout the state get- 
ting actual experience in the ap- 
praisal  of land. 
 that the Jungaleers were lost lor 
several hours behind the Winthrop 
dormitories last Saturday night, 
and they didn't seem to be upset 
about   it  at  all. 
-OSCAR    SATS- 
MORN INC 
NOON 
WHY NOT TELEPHONE HOME ONCE EACH-WEEK? 
REVERSE THE   CHARGES IF YOUR FOLKS AGREE. 
OR NICHT 
FOR breakfast, Kellogg's 
Corn Flakes set you up for 
the day. Those crisp de- 
licious flakes, with milk or 
cream, or fruit added, sup- 
ply the energy you need 
and are easy to digest. 
For a quick, satisfying 
lunch, eat a bowlful of 
Kellogg's Corn Flakes. So 
much better than hot, heavy 
dishes that often slow you 
up in afternoon classes. 
Then if you're hungry 
at bedtime, Kellogg's Corn 
Flakes are just the thing. 
Ask your club or fraternity 
steward to keep them on 
at   your   campus 
restaurant. WEDOOUHPART 
CORN 
FLAKES 
• OVEN-FRESH • ' 
FLAVOR-PERFECT 
,0E   BY K6L1QGG  IN fATTLE 
 that he wonders why Lucius left 
Jane so early Saturday night ana. 
why he went to Anderson about 
one o'clock Sunday morning. May- 
be Carroll Chipley had something 
to do with it. 
-OSCAR    SAYS- 
—that he thinks that the best quo- 
tation in the new TAPS is: "Wo- 
men reduce all men to a common 
denominator." 
 OSCAB    SATS  
 that  little   "Roberta"  French  has 
found romance in Anderson an4 
her name  is Neva. 
-OSCAR     SATS- 
 that     Oscar     Hawley     Rawlinson 
left his spacious limousine over In 
Greenville this weekend for Mar- 
jorie  to   use  and  enjoy. 
 OSCAR    SAYS  
„_that Al Thomas is Clemigene 
Teague's fish no. 1, but it seems 
that she had ifish no. 2 over for 
Winthrop Junior-Senior, and that 
Oscar is reminded of the numerous 
times her name has adorned Clem- 
son's dance list. 
 OSCAR    SAYS  
 that    Ambrose    Hooper    Skardon 
blushes prettily every time a cer- 
tain fair Cokerite's name is men- 
tioned. 
 OSCAR     SAYS  
 that    Jack    Lawrence    and    Alex 
Dickson are about to tangle horns 
because of a certain Pendleton high 
school lass. 
-OSCAR    SAYS- 
__that he wonders if TAPS ed- 
itor's selection of the most in-love 
couple at Clemson was Frank ana 
the dog, Ethel and the dog, or Frank 
and   Ethel. 
 OSCAR     SAYS  
 that   Dave   Ellerbe   was   sporting 
a new "skirt" Sunday and that he 
had better be careful lest "Mopsy" 
smell  a rat. 
 OSCAR    SAYS • 
 that   ball  season   is  in   full  swing 
and the corporals and sergeants 
seem to realize it—judging from 
all  appearances. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
 that   he  wants  to   warn   "Dopey" 
Patterson that either Barron or 
P'latt will have a late date with 
Det  this  weekend. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
—that the members of the TAPS 
staff were among those who could 
not get their copy of TAPS because 
of  unpaid, dues. 
 OSCAR  SAYS  
 that he doesn't wonder that some 
of the seniors kept their full names 
a secret, until they were put in 
TAPS, judging from some of the 
handles, and that Wyburn Cameron 
Dozier is a good example. 
. OSCAR SAYS ■ 
 that  he was   in   error  about  the 
cost of Robinson's boots last week 
and   that  he   knows  now  that  they 
cost  20  bucks. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
__that Footsie Hunter wants to 
know why he can't call his own 
roll in his own class. 
 OS CAB SAYS 
--that the black cloud of exams 
is hanging low over the freed sen- 
iors. 
Who Is He? 
He sports a brand new salt and 
pepper   suit, 
A two bit hair cut thrown in to 
boot, 
A  loud   red   tie  of  cheap   sateen, 
And enormous brogans, size eight- 
een. 
He stomps into the chapel—Is greet- 
ed with applause, 
Blood rushes to his head— he 
knows   it's   applesauce. 
He slumps into his chair and an- 
grily glares around 
As though he were Napoleon on an 
ancient   battleground. 
You   see   him   on   the   campus—he 
often struts around, 
And  gamboling  all  about   him—his 
faithful   Irish   hound. 
Women   turn   and   stare   at   him— 
he's   quite  a striking  man. 
Freshmen   shudder   when   they   see 
him—they   know   him   by   his 
pan. 
If you  could  ever  hear  him  talk 
You'd know him fay what he'd tell— 
Look  outl   Be careful!   I'll   wrinkle 
yon! 
Excuse  me  all   to   hell! 
At   murder   he   is   quite  a   hand! 
Why for a quarter he'd kill a man! 
As for water he fears it not two 
whits, 
He's always involved in some scan- 
dal bits. 
At loving this Lochinvar has not a 
peer. 
He's always involved in some scan- 
dalous  affair. 
He has Navarro's romance, Kib- 
bee's   physique, 
Gable's smile, and Montgomery's 
technique. 
He can't be mean.    He's an honest 
man you  see, 
And   his   conscience   it   would   hurt 
him, 
But    for    a    double    chocolate    ice 
cream cone 
His  conscience  will   desert   him. 
He   goes   on   Sunday   to  the   woods; 
He   will   not   go   to   preaching, 
Because he  fears that if he  did 
He   might   learn   something   worth 
teaching. 
CLUBS All SOCIETIES 
The Iota Lanrfada Sigma, local 
honorary industrial education fra- 
ternity, met in the shop building 
Monday night with Mr. C. M. Wil- 
son, State Supervisor of Industrial 
Education  as  principal  cpeaker. 
Mr. Wilson spoke on the growth 
of industrial education in South 
Carolina in the last decade. He 
also mentioned certain cities in 
South Carolina that were contem- 
plating installing an industrial ed- 
ucation curriculum in their schools. 
TRIP PLANNED 
A trip to De la Howe Industrial 
School, the first industrial educa- 
tion school in the United States, 
including stops at Abbeville and 
Calhoun   Falls,   was   planned. 
The local faternity is planning 
on presenting a scroll commemo- 
rating this fact to the De la Howe 
Howe School. After other business 
matters were discussed, the meet- 
ing  was  adjourned. 
Seeing much, suffering much and 
studying much are the three pil- 
lars   of  learning.—Disraeli. 
-OSCAR SAYS- 
 that  he   hopes   Bill  Ashmore   did 
not fall   down  those  steep  steps  at 
the  Phi  Psi house  last  Sunday. 
-OSCAR SAYS- 
 that    Junior-Senior    is    going    to 
be   a   doggy   affair   even   if   all  the 
"only  ones"  are up. 
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EXCHANGE 
TENNESSEE 
At the University of Tenenssee 
the men students no longer con- 
sider it a matter of importance 
when a girl wears a boy's fraternity 
pin. But, for once the girls won't, 
change their minds so quickly; they 
still think it's a sign of engage- 
ment. 
ITALY 
Premier Mussolini has found a 
good use for the radio in his new 
system of mass education. Lessons 
are broadcast from Borne, and they 
are received by even the most re- 
mote  rural  schools. 
(The only chance for a class cut 
there would be a bad case of stat- 
ic.) 
WISCONSIN 
The agricultural department a» 
Wisconsin University is conducting 
an experiment to see whether in- 
toxicated hens will lay more eggs 
than  sober  ones. 
(The answer probably is that it 
depends upon which kind is in 
the  majority.) 
JUNIOR-SENIOR   TOMOBBOW 
CLEMSON RAGQUETMEN 
DEFEAT WOFFORD 5-2 
Tiger Court Stars Volley Way 
to Net Victory Over Spar- 
tanburg Outfit 
LOSE    IN    DOUBLES 
The Bengal tennis team lofted, 
drove, and volleyed its way to a 
5-2 victory over the Wofford Ter- 
riers on the local courts this past 
Saturday. 
The   summary: 
Horton  (C)   defeated Price,  6-1, 6-0 
Woodward   (C)   defeated  Thompson, 
6-2,   6-4 
Latimer   (C)   defeated Hervert,   6-2, 
6-0 
Green  (C)   defeated Dubose 6-3,  6-2 
Thompson    and    Herbert    (W)     de- 
feated   Spann   and   Woodward, 
9-7,   9-7 
Price     and     Bomar    (W)   defeated 
Horton and Geer,  1-6,   6-4,  6-2 
To live In a full and swift, eves 
though unhealthful, life and to be 
speedily destroyed is better than 
to live healthily and long and bor- 
ed; 
SUMMER SCHOOL DEAN 
ANNOUNCES COURSES 
At the time THE TIGER goes 
to press a complete list of courses 
offered at the Olemson summer 
school is not available but the fol- 
lowing courses are being provided 
for: ENGLISH, Freshman, Sopho- 
more, Junior, Elective courses; 
CHEMISTRY, Freshman, Organic; 
EDUCATION, Primary, Rural, Hign 
School, Administration, Agricultur- 
al, Industrial, Educational Socio- 
logy. 
MATHEMATICS, Algebra, Geom- 
etry, Analytics, Trigonometry, Cal- 
culus; TEXTILES, General textiles. 
Fabric analysis, Dobfoy Design; 
ZOOLOGY and. ENTOMOLOGY, 
Field Entomology, General Zoolo- 
gy, Ornithology; WOODWORK, 
Industrial Arts, Advanced Wood- 
work,  Projects  in  WoodworK. 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY, Farm 
Animals, Pork Production; Botany, 
BACTERIOLOGY, General bacteri- 
ology; AGRONOMY, Field Crops, 
Soils, Fertilizers and Manures; 
TYPEWRITING, Typewriting and 
Duplicating (mimeographing, etc.) 
for teachers and students; PUBLIC 
SCHOOL    MUSIC,    for    teachers. 
Clemson Summer  School 
JUNE 11 to JULY 20 
Offers opportunity for Improvement, College Credit, 
Teacher's Certificate Credit, Renewal Credit—for 
Teachers! College Students! High School Graduates! 
Rural Leaders! Industrial Leaders! Technicians! 
Courses in: Education,—Primary, Elementary, High School, Voca- 
tional; English, Mathematics, Chemistry, Drawing, Botany, 
Bacteriology, Zoology, Agronomy, Dairying, Industrial Arts, 
Textiles, Electricity, Physics, Psychology, Public School Music, 
Typewriting,  Animal  Husbandry. 
Recreation: Tennis, Golf, Swimming, Mountain Excursions, etc. 
Clemson  Library and other valuable facilities  available. 
Women's  Dormitory in charge of Matron;  Dean of   Men  for  Men 
Expenses:  Tuition, $21.00   (Three  2-Semester-Hour courses) 
Living  Expenses   for   Boarding   Students:   Room  $3.00,   Board 
75 cents per day at cafes.    Deduction for meals missed. 
Make reservation now: Apply to 
W. H. WASHINGTON,  Dean, Clemson Summer School, 
Clemson College,   S.  C. 
Cleaning   and Alterations   and 
Pressing Repairs 
SCHAEFER TAILORED CLOTHES 
BLEGKLEYS DRY GLEANERS 
iaaiiimiaiaiEiaaaas^ 
PATRONIZE TIGER ADVERTISERS 
The clean 
Center Leaves are the 
mi ldest 
7&f Taffo Pet&l 
Luckies are all-wavs 
kind to your throat 
As you can see from this picture—Luckies' 
fine, smooth quality doesn't just happen 
—for we use only the clean center leaves I 
Only the clean center leaves—for which 
farmers are paid higher prices—for the 
center leaves are the mildest leaves—they 
taste better. Then—"It's toasted"-for 
throat protection. And every Lucky is 
fully packed with these choice tobaccos — 
made round and firm —free from loose 
ends—that's why Luckies "keep in con- 
dition"—do not dry out. Luckies are 
always in all-ways kind to your throat. 
"It's toasted" 
v Luckies are all-ways kind to your throat 
Only the Center Leaves—these are the Mildest Leaves 
»      J|      CopjTixbt. 1934, The American Tobacco Comnaaj 
iJty laC&lSeflek ~7L 
* >i 
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BENGAL DIAMONDEERS 
SPLIT   WITH   GEORGIA SPORTS BARNYARD  "GOLF"  IS QUITE POPULAR HERE 
CHAMBERS MAKES GOOD 
(Continued from page one) 
FRESHMEN WIN 
It seeme as if the Baby Bengals 
have been intent on making up 
for the State Championship missed 
by the Varsity teams this school 
year. The Tiger Frosh's victory 
at the State Meet made the second 
state title annexed by the first 
year men, freshman State Football 
■'Championship being the other one. 
These future track stars are to 
ibe highly commended for their 
ability to deliver when the going 
looks tough and the score gets 
close. They won the state meet by 
only 5-6 of a point, and it takes 
much   more   intestinal   fortitude   to 
• -win  a close  match  than it  does to 
*  «merge    victorious    with    a)    large 
score. 
Coaches   everywhere   are    eontin- 
* ually looking for athletes who can 
^deliver in the pinches, men who 
can   come   through   with   a   bingle 
^ when a hit means a ball game, men 
■who can and will sprint a few more 
■yards when such an effort means 
victory   for   them   and   their   team; 
? at present it looks as if Coacli 
Howard will have plenty of men or 
-this   type  to   work   with   next  year. 
TOO  BAB,   CINDERMEN 
As was predicted in this col- 
umn last week, anything could, 
And might happen in Clinton 
last weekend; something did 
liappen, something very unex- 
pected and unusual, and while 
it was happening the Tigers 
■were being tied by the Caro- 
lina Gamecocks for the State 
'Track   Championship. 
After having qualified 18 
men for the finals to 13 for 
•Carolina and 12 for P. C, 
the Howard-coached aggrega- 
tion seemed to hold a very- 
encouraging edge over oppo- 
nents, but numbers meant no- 
thing in this celebrated event, 
and the Tigers missed their 
last chance to bring Clemson 
"Iier first major State Champ- 
ionship   this   year. 
Needless to say the wearers 
■of the Purple and Gold did 
-their best in an effort to win. 
'They wanted victory just as 
much as we wanted them to 
•come back victorious, and their 
-failure to live up to expecta- 
-tions is just one of the many 
-upsets which all conceded win- 
Tiers, both teams and individ- 
uals, expeirence at times. There 
-could be many "ifs", "ands" 
and "huts" mentioned which 
would probably explain the why 
and wherefore of the upset, 
but that is history now; let's 
forget about it and begin point- 
ing to the one next year. 
LYNN'S   LAST   CHANCE 
Undaunted by the two heart- 
breaking defeats handed him 
last weekend by Hutt of Caro- 
lina, Lynn is working every 
day in an effort to get in the 
best condition possible for the 
Southern Conference track car- 
nival which is set for May 18, 
at the Duke Bowl. This out- 
standing event will afford Lynn 
his last chance to avenge the 
defeats received at the hands 
(or feet) of Hutc and Wyde- 
myer this season, and it will 
also afford him his last chance 
to set conference records in the 
two dashes, something which 
he  has  his  heart set on doing. 
RECORDS   SHATTERED 
Eight records were shattered by 
the State Tracksters in their ef- 
forts to "bring home the bacon" 
for their respective schools, and 
some of the marks established by 
their athletes will stand for many 
meet to come or we miss our 
guess. 
Hutt's time for the 100 and 220 
yard dashes, 9.7 and 21.9 sec- 
onds respectively, should stay un- 
touched for a while, and Lambert's 
low hurdle mark of 25.5 seconds 
also will make the hurdles step to 
beat it. 
BASEBALL,  CAREERS 
Within the next four weeks some 
12 or 14 promising young baseball 
players will be scattered, to differ- 
ent -parts of the State, and most of 
them would like nothing better than 
to get lined up with some semi- 
pro clubs in the two Carolinaa. 
■Some of the Tiger "diamondeers" 
are already considering offers from 
fast textile teams, while others have 
already made arrangements to re- 
port to different clubs as soon as 
chool  is out. 
Big Bill Croxton is awaiting his 
last exam so he can report to Ker- 
shaw where he'll be knocking them 
this summer and. getting some val- 
uable   experience. 
John Troutman has chosen the 
Brandon club with which to con- 
tinue his heavy clouting and su- 
purb  fielding. 
Chavous will probably be ramb- 
ling the outfield for Allendale, al- 
though he hasn't definitely decided 
yet. 
"Bull" Durhami is planning to 
act his lot with Eureka, while Hm* 
son wilt probably be with Croxton 
at  Kershaw. 
Heap hasn't lined up with any 
team yet, but is expecting to get 
on with a fast club at Rock Hill 
or at Kershaw. 
Richey is planning to spend the 
summer in New Jersey and is not 
expecting to play much ball, if any, 
while Shore will spend the vaca- 
tion days at his home in Georgia, 
but not as a ball player. 
The Junior Diamondeers, Swails, 
Crain, Cathcart, Hood, and Cole, 
will spend the first six weeks of 
their vacation at camp in Anniston, 
Alabama, but during their stay at 
camp they will get plenty of prac- 
tice while representing Clemson In 
the   Fourth   Corps   Area   contests. 
largest audio transformer ev« 
er built, weighing 100,000 
pounds. Up until WLW's 500, 
000 watt station had been 
built, 50,000 watts was the 
strongest station in the coun- 
try. An 831-foot vertical rad- 
iator antenna tower is a pare 
of the equipment. This tower 
is 250 feet higher than the 
Washington  Monument. 
MUCH WATER USED 
One million gallons of water da- 
ily and 22,500 cubic feet of air 
per minute are required to cool the 
tremendous tubes and delicate 
equipment. Some 15,450,000 kilo- 
watt hours of electrical power will 
be consumed by this Colossus ot 
the air each year. Five years ot 
scientific research and experiment 
tation, two years of actual con- 
struction were required to complete 
thii gigantic radio project. Under 
favorable conditions, a good re- 
ceiving set will be able to pick up 
this Goliath of the air anywhere in 
the   world. 
SON OF "UNCLE JOE" 
Engineer Chambers' father, Mr. 
J. B. Chambers, local printer, fa- 
miliarly known as "Uncle Joe", in 
an Interview gave some interesting 
facts about his son's rise to promi- 
nence. 
Mr. Chambers has been inter- 
ested in radio since he was a boy, 
having 'built a wireless station at 
the age of 13. He also built the 
first   receiving  set  ever  to   be   used 
on the campus. He took great in- 
terest in the radio station that was 
formerly at Clemson. 
Mr. Chambers attended Clemson 
and while a freshman was nearly 
shipped, from school due to being 
out of barracks until after Taps 
working on a radio with one of the 
physics professors. 
AFTER GRADUATION 
After finishing Clemson in Me- 
chanical Engineering, Mr. Cham- 
bers accepted a position with Gen- 
eral Electric where he was a radio 
specialist. During his stay with 
General Electriq he designed a 
small radio station which the G. 
E. Company put on the market. 
One of these stations was used in 
Charlotte,  N.   C.   for  a   long  while. 
In the summer of 1927 he start- 
ed work with The Crosley Radio 
Corporation where he has been 
since that time. Mr. Chambers 
considers the architecture on the 
WLW studios the best work that 
he has accomplished. However, it 
is generally recognized by the ra- 
dio engineers of today that his part 
in the establishing of The Crosley 
Radio Corporation Station, WLW 
in Cincinnati, was very instrumen- 
tal in the success of this mammoth 
scientific   project. 
It is an honor to Clemson in hav- 
ing an alumnus who has acquired 
so much prestige in the radio world 
of   today. 
MILITARY DAY SUNDAY 
(Continued   from   page    1) 
CHEAPE'R   FRIDAY   AND   SATUR- 
DAY,    DELIVERED   MOTHER'S 
DAY   via   WESTERN   UNION 
the fourth year class who will 
march "front and center" to re- 
ceive the salute of the commanding 
officer for the last time at Clem- 
son. 
At this time the winner of the 
platoon competition will be award- 
ed the Commandant's Cup and the 
Cup of Scalbbard and Blade for "the 
best  drilled platoon  in  the   Corps." 
After the presentation Tiger- 
town's crack Junior Platoon under 
the leadership of Cadet A. W. Al- 
lison will go through its bewilder- 
ing drill series; the program will 
continue with a demonstration by 
a 37  mm.  gun  squad. 
Following the "one-pounder" ex- 
hibition, there is to be a formal 
guard mount by the Sophomore 
Platoon. 
Many prominent visitors have 
been invited to Clemson for the 
occasion, and one of the largest 
crowds of the year is expected to 
witness these final military maneu- 
vers. 
TIGER BROTHERHOOD 
(Continued    from    page    3) 
the same system of choice as was 
used last year, that of allowing 
each First Sergeant to nominate 
two freshmen from his company. 
From this list the club will choose 
five, one from each of the five 
schools  of   the   college. 
<%h%>J$h$h^$<iM 
NEW YORK ALUMNI 
(Continued   from   page   one 
and   most   popular   places   in   New 
York  for   dining and  dancing. 
Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun, Clemson 
professor, was guest of honor, and 
made a brief talk, after being In- 
troduced by President John B. 
Moore. LeRoy Campbell, promi- 
nent New York attorney (formerly 
of Anderson), and graduate of the 
University of Chicago, also said a 
few words to the guests assembled. 
A   new   half-million-dollar  library 
is to be built by Temple University. 
? 
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Don't Forget 
MOTHER'S DAY 
MAY 13th 
We have a large assort- 
ment of Mother's Day 
CANDIES 
75c $1.65 & $1.85 
CARDS 
lOc 15c & 25c 
♦> 
♦!♦ 
♦> 
X.   G.  QlZaziin 
2> 1M 9 <2 omvan p u ) 3; no 
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner 
OFFICIAL COLLEGE BOOK AND SUPPLY STOKE 
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STATE TRACK MET 
(Continued from page one) 
ing in the century and traversed 
the furlong in 21.9, setting new 
Falmetto marks for both events. 
Records were smashed in the 
shot put, discus throw, 220 low 
hurdles, 440 dash, javelin throw, 
and mile relay. The mountainous 
Thomas Craig, bother of the our 
local   Jay,   tossed   the   shot   45   feet 
7 1-8 inches to set a new record 
for the iron ball event; in the 
discus   he  eet  a   mark   of   135   feet 
8 inches to eclipse his own 1933 
records. 
NO TIGER FIRSTS 
Coach Howard's Bengal proteges 
failed to take a single first place in 
the finals but amassed enough sec- 
onds, thirds, and fourths to hold 
their own with the state's best. 
The   summaries: 
Two mile run: Hudson, P. C; 
Altman, Clemson; De Vault, Fur- 
man; Babb, Furman. Time, 10 
minutes,    24.2   seconds. 
High jump: Craig, Carolina; 
Sims, P. C. and MoMahan, Clem- 
son, tied; Lipscomb, Clemson. 5 ft. 
10  inches. 
220 low hurdles: Lambeth, New- 
berry; Folger, Clemson; Craig, 
Carolina; Perrin, P. C. Time, 25.5 
seconds.      New   record. 
Pole vault: Beck, Newberry; Lip- 
scomlb, Clemson and Farnan, Caro- 
lina,, tied; Parks, Clemson, and 
Carothers, P. C, tied. Height 12 
feet. 
Broad jump: Lambeth, Newber- 
ry; Robinson, Cemson; Lipscomb, 
Clemson; Buerrard, P. C Distance, 
2 2   feet. 
880 run: Gibbs, P. C; Forehand, 
P. C; Yarborough, Clemson; Cook, 
Carolina.     Time,   2   minutes. 
Shot put: Craig, Carolina; Dil- 
lard, Clemson; Traynham, Furman; 
Taylor, Carolina. Distance, 45 ft. 
7  1-8 inches.    New Tecord. 
220-yard dash: Hutt, Carolina, 
Lynn, Clemson; Yearout, P. C; 
Ford, Clemson. Time, 21.9. New 
record. 
Javelin throw: Freeman, P. C; 
Blackwell, Clemson; Taylor, Caro- 
lina; Craig, Carolina. Distance, 
184  feet, 1  inch. New record. 
100 yard dash: Hutt, Carolina; 
Lynn, Clemson; Yearout, P. C; 
Ford, Clemson. Time, 9.7 seconds. 
New  record. 
120 high hurdles: Lambeth, New- 
berry; Petit, Carolina; Ackis, Clem- 
son; Taylor, Carolina. Time, 16 
seconds. 
IMile run: Card well, Carolina; 
Sease, Carolina; "Watson, Clemson; 
Yarborough,    Clemson. Time,    4 
minutes, 43.2 seconds. 
440 yard sprint: Clark, P. C; 
Robinson, Clemson, Bradley, P. C; 
Roberts, Clemson. Time, 50.g sec- 
onds.     New   record. 
iDiscus: Craig, Carolina; McCon- 
nell, Clemson; Hood, Newberry; 
Willbanks, P. C. Distance, 135 
feet,   8  inces.     New   record. 
TIGER  GOLFERS 
The Clemson golf team, led 
by "Coach" Charlie Moss wrote 
down their first victory of two 
years on History's book yester- 
day when they defeated a strong 
Davidson aggregation, on the 
Boscobel links, by a 10.5 to 
7.5  score. 
Moss (C)' defeated Bowman 
3-0; Barnes (D) defeated Dean 
3-0; in the doubles Moss and 
Dean (C) defeated Bowman 
and Barnes 3-1; Marshall (C) 
defeated Hamriek 3-0; Cannon 
(D) defeated McCrary 2-1; in 
the doubles the contestants tied 
1.5-1.5. 
The Bengal club-swingers ■ take 
on South Carolina's Gamecocks 
at 2 P. M. Friday on the same 
course. 
(The Boscobel links are be- 
ing used through the courtesy 
of   Summers   &   Summers.) 
For the first time, Norwich Uni- 
versity, Vt., is to give its students 
a course in endocrinology and the 
biology  of  sex. 
A. B. BRYAN TO HEAD 
PICKENS AND OGONEE 
ALUMNIJEXT YEAR 
Washington,  Bowen, Harrison, 
Brown Also Elected to Im- 
portant Positions 
BOOKER PRESIDES 
Mile relay: Presbyterian (Brad- 
ley, "Winget, Yearout, Clark; Clem- 
son, Carolina; Furman. Time, 3 
minutes,  27  seconds. New record.. 
A meeting of the Clemson alumni 
Chapter of Pickens and Oconee 
counties was held in the dinning 
room of the Clemson Methodist 
church Tuesday night with L. R. 
Booker, President, presiding. Of- 
ficers elected to serve the club for 
next year beginning June 1st, are 
as follows: A. B. Bryan, president; 
W. H. Washington, vice-president; 
"W. C. Bowen, vice-president for 
Pickens county, Louis Harrison,, 
vice-president for Oconee county; 
A. J. Brown, secretary and. treas- 
urer. 
L. R. Booker was nominated for 
a director of the Clemson Corpora- 
tion. 
Sikes Likes Blue Ridge, Meet- 
ing Place of Y. M, C. A. 
Groups 
WESTERN   UNION    MOTHER'S 
DAY GREETINGS 
No   one   can   forget   Blue   Ridge.     ^ 
The view  from  Lee  Hall  porch,  the 
view  of   mountain  peaks   and  trail- 
ing clouds of glory, will make one's 
heart   cry   out   "Holy,   Holy".     The     * 
social and. religious atmosphere can 
never   be   forgotten.     For   a   young 
men   to   live   for   a   few   weeks   in 
such    a    wholesome,    spiritual    en- 
vironment  makes  an  impression   he 
will   never   outgrow.     It   is   one   of 
the  worthwhile things  which abide.     • 
E.   W.   Sikes,   Pres.   ot 
Clemson. 
sigsBiaisiiiiiaisiiiHiiaHiiiiiiHsiiiiaigiiiHiiiH.   *- 
PATRONIZE 
PIKE & PATTERSON    • 
BARBER   SHOP 
Barracks        Sloan's  Arcade        *-\ 
IF WE  PLEASE YOU. 
WE'RE SATISFIED 
Visit   the  "Y"   Barber  Shop 
BAILEY & CAMPBELL 
—they age good grapes 
to make rare wines 
the cigarette that's MILDER 
the cigarette that TASTES BETTER 
and they do 
something like 
that to mellow 
good tobaccos 
WHERE THE RARE WINES come 
from they know that the two 
most important things in wine-mak- 
ing are the selection of the grapes 
and the long years of ageing in the 
wine cellars. 
IT'S VERY MUCH THE SAME in 
the making of a cigarette. You have 
to get the right tobaccos, then put 
them away to age and mellow in 
wooden casks. 
You can't make a good cigarette 
Like Chesterfield in a day. It takes 
over two years to age the tobaccos 
for your Chesterfields—but it adds 
something to the taste and makes 
them milder. 
Everything that modern Science 
really knows about is used to 
make Chesterfield the cigarette 
that's milder, the cigarette that 
tastes better. 
© 1934, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO. 
